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Mobile devices have transformed the way people live their lives. With tablets
and smartphones in hand, we work, communicate, and transact in dramatically
different ways today than we did just 3 years ago. Mobile technology has also
disrupted how businesses connect with customers. SMS, mobile-opened email,
apps, mobile display advertising, and ecommerce/m-commerce are all evolving
to serve the ‘always there’ consumer. Opportunities to improve relationships, spur
higher engagement levels, and drive higher returns from marketing campaigns
are present but remain elusive goals for most mobile marketers.
The application of personalization has the power to improve engagements by
speaking at a deeper, more precise level to the individual about the things that
matter most to them. Now brands can finally leverage the power of a customer’s
first-party transactional and behavioral data to derive and deliver 1:1 personalized
offers. This in turn maximizes customer engagement and drives even higher
conversions and program ROI. Personalization can give a marketer a better
understanding of the customer to understand what they like, where they are, what
they need, and what they are interested in now --- and what they will be interested
in next. In fact, the future actions of a customer can be better understood by
applying predictive analytics modeling to their profile and purchase history. Done
correctly, a personalized offer engine enables the creation of a mobile-enabled
offer, message or experience with the power to influence the customer, improve
brand loyalty, and drive incremental sales and profit.
Personalization has become a “buzzword” in mobile, and it shouldn’t be.
Understand the core principles of personalization and the kind of data that is
required to make true 1:1 personalization a reality

Mobile now accounts for approximately 20% of all retail eCommerce
sales and is expected to rise to 26% by 2017. (eMarketer Sept 2013)
Mobile generates 25% of all worldwide web traffic as of May 2014 up
from 14% year over year (Mary Meeker – KPCB May 2014)
97% of SMS messages sent are read vs 20% for email which
represents 5x better reach (Digital Marketing Association Aug 2013)
SMS Texts have an average response rate of 26% vs 5% for email
(Mobile Data Association – Aug 2012)

Addicted to Mobility:
55% of American adults
have smartphones,
42% own tablets.

Source: Pew Research Center, 01/2014.
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Personalization is More Than Message Personalization
Let’s first clarify what modern personalization is and what it is not.
Personalization is not simply appending the customer’s name onto an email, text message, or a
website greeting. Customization of communications with title, name, and other characteristics of
a customer were introduced in the old-database-append-direct-mail days and later carried over to
email. Adding the person’s name to either of these mediums has little effect on offer redemption rates,
market basket sizes, or other important retail marketer goals.
Personalization of mobile customer engagements involves using a customer’s order transaction
history, customer-supplied profile information, and other relevant behavioral data streams and
customer touch points to derive information that will improve engagement. Personalization gives a
retail marketer the ability to be in the know (and in the now!) about an individual, and then to be able
to translate the information into a uniquely personalized offer, message, or site presentation that has
value and relevance to that individual consumer. More importantly, personalization is iterative and
ongoing – becoming smarter with each interaction between brand and consumer.
There is great value in this type of engagement for both the customer and the retail marketer.
Marketers using a personalization engine will improve the value of offers for consumers, thereby
improving redemptions, growing baskets, and lowering promotional execution costs. What’s more
is the retailer becomes more relevant to the consumer because of their understanding, helping to
bring long-term value to the relationship and the retail brand. Brands that apply this capability are
dramatically increasing the effectiveness and ROI of their mobile marketing initiatives and creating a
powerful loyalty-based relationship with their best customers
The customer further benefits as they only receive communications that have value to them. They
are spared the laborious task of having to weed through loads of irrelevant email, texts, and websites
to find the nuggets of value to them. They are engaged in a very specific manner that enriches their
shopping experience.
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Personalization Requires the Message for the
Individual
Personalization requires an understanding of the recipient on a deeper
level than retail marketing has gone before. Beyond an understanding
simply of purchase history, there is also the need to understand
the non-economic behaviors of an individual. Developing trust by
determining the optimal cadence, timing, and tone is just as important
as the offer, coupon, ad, or site content being presented.
Irrelevant messages will stand out to the individual and will have no place in a campaign that is as
highly personal as one executed on an intimate device like a smartphone. “Spray and pray” campaigns
in which the largest database is assembled and either identical or strikingly similar messages are
sent to segments ---which are still being employed by many retailers ---result in click-thru rates at all
time low levels and customers cutting off all SMS campaigns with a single STOP. Beyond the loss of
this customer from the campaign, the relationship between the customer and the brand also suffers.
Only personalized, targeted offers and content are acceptable for messages targeting users of mobile
phones. Exclusivity, immediacy, and uniqueness create a special bond that cements engagement.
Respect the individual by treating him/her with unique content driven
by first party data — this is an essential component of a successful
personalized mobile engagement program.
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Personalization is Not Segmentation
“Personalization” is in danger of becoming a buzzword that means different things to different
technology vendors. Many providers have realized that delivering the same offer to every consumer is
a viable strategy if your goal is to drive down margins and make mobile a “mass discounting” platform
that is nothing more than a coupon delivery mechanism. In response, these vendors have introduced
simple segmentation-based models that deliver the same offer to members of a given segment. While
this is absolutely a step in the right direction, it is hardly “personalization.” Personalization demands
that a variety of key data streams (transactional, behavioral, contextual) be harnessed and channeled
through a predictive analytics model that applies collaborative filters and rules-based segmentation
models to determine the specific offer that is most likely to drive a response from a given consumer.
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Personalization Requires
Transactional, Behavioral
and Contextual Data
True personalization simply does not
happen unless these unique data attributes
are considered for a given consumer.
While behavioral and contextual data are
valuable to this equation, there candidly
is nothing more predictive than a given
consumer’s transactional history. What
they have purchased and the specific
offers and associated price points that
they have chosen to respond to are far
more “predictive” indicators of their future
purchasing behavior than all the real-time
behavioral data streams in the world.
Without any of these data points, you
simply cannot deliver truly personalized
offers or content

Mobile device usage now influences
19% of all retail store sales (Deloitte
April 2014)
22% of all US consumers polled claim
that mobile has increased their retail
store trips (Gallup March 2014)
Mobile commerce is expected to total
$114 Billion in 2014 and will grow to
$293 Billion by 2018 (Forrester May 2014)
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Personalization Requires More Offers
to Drive Higher ROI
For personalization to drive its highest potential
ROI, marketers need to deliver increasing amounts
of offers that go well beyond simple discounting.
Product- and category-based offers work in concert
with pricing and special promotions (Buy One Get One,
Buy 2nd for 50% off, etc.) to help fuel an optimum offer
mix that helps a predictive analytics based engine
work more efficiently. This frequently is the hardest
challenge for most retail brands to master, but it’s
also the one that helps fuel Level 5-like returns from
mobile programs.

Personalization Requires a Respect
for the Medium
Smart phones are not tablets and they are not
laptops. We are intimately connected to our phones
in ways we are not with any other electronic device.
While we may research purchases or shop from our
smart phones, as we do on tablets and laptops, our
non-shopping behavior is very different. We talk to
our kids, look up directions and take selfies on our
phones. We regard this device as much more private
and personal. Therefore, you, as a retailer, must earn
the privilege of talking to your customers via this
personal device. Developing trust by determining the
optimal cadence and timing for messaging is just as
important as the relevancy of the message itself.

Most smartphone users check
their phones 150 times a day.

True Personalization drives
5-15% conversion and
3x – 8x higher ROI
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Personalization Requires a Change in How to Reach Individuals
Have confidence, every opted in message a retail marketer sends to a customer via their personal
mobile device will be opened. Most SMS messages will be opened within about 5 seconds and if the
offer is relevant it will either be saved or immediately acted upon. Compare this with email where your
message will either be immediately deleted or at best, opened and quickly skimmed for content. If
the message is on target and the content is meaningful to the individual you can expect a response.
Don’t waste your chances with your customers by sending repeated messages or an offer put another
way. Respect the fact that whether the customer takes action or not on your message, they heard you
the first time. Personalize the engagement, and you will not need to send so much to so many. As you
turn down the noise of excessive and unfiltered messages, you will give each message sent even more
value and relevance.

Mobile Personalization’s Potential to Connect
Mobile has changed the way we all communicate and interact. And the changes are going to become
more prominent, and the process of change is going to accelerate. Accept these realities of modern
mobile interaction because consumers already have. A personalized offer engine will enable retailers
to take a relationship with the customer to the next level, a level that benefits the customer and in
turn benefits your business. Build on what you know about your customer, learn more with each
interaction, and let the technology enable you to once again offer a level of service and customer
interaction that many said was missing in modern retail. Personalized mobile customer engagement
will help you deliver an improved customer experience for your best customers.

Deloitte Study: Digital Influences More
than $1 Trillion in Retail Store Sales
Digital shoppers purchase at a 40 percent higher
rate in-store; 84 percent reach for devices before
or during store visits
(http://tinylink.in/1RSF9 )

About
nGage Labs is the emerging leader in providing full-service, analytically-informed Personalized Mobile
Customer Engagement Solutions. We’re disrupting the mass discount mobile coupon practice by using
customer transaction history and preference data streams to feed real-time predictive analytics that
result in each customer receiving a unique and individually personalized mobile offer. We are innovators
and have invested over $10MM in providing a seamless and personalized mobile experience through the
integrated development of our proprietary cloud-enabled real-time offer personalization engine, mobile
delivery platform, mobile redemption capabilities, and dynamic data visualization dashboards. The
result is a comprehensive closed-loop mobile engagement solution enabling brands and enterprises to
provide and measure the effectiveness of highly personalized offers delivered to their best customers
through text, push, and digital wallets.
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